Autumn 2019

Space Explorers

Year 5

English

Physical Education

Science/Topic

We will be:

We will be

We will be:

-Writing a journey through the Universe based on the novel ‘George’s
Secret Key to the Universe’ by Lucy
& Stephen Hawking.

- Creating and Performing our gymnastics routines using newly developed skills

-Learning about the history of Space exploration

-Improving our footwork, throwing and catching skills through

-Identifying parts of the Universe

-Writing an explanation text on how to complete tasks
in Space.
-Writing an persuasive leaflet based on our trip to the
National Space Centre.
-Writing a biography of an Astronaut based on the experiences of British Astronaut Tim Peake
-Creating imaginative poems based on our learning

-Understand the order of the Solar System
-How we get Day and Night
Art

-Understand the phases of the Moon

We will be:

-Understand how the Moon affects the tide

-Finding out about nebulae and how we can capture their shape, colour and patterns in art

-Understand how the Earth’s tilt affects our seasons

-We will be completing an artist study about Mr Doodle and completing our own space themed doodles.

-Comparing the size of planets and their distance from the

Music
We will be:

Languages
We will be:

RE

We will be:

-Preparing our pieces for our Young
Voices concert in 2019

-extending our word knowledge into sentences and
paragraphs using conjunctions.

-Learning how people show their faith through
things that they wear

-learning about our morning routine

-Learning about symbols related to Islam

We will be:

-asking and answering questions with our peers in the
French language

-Learning what motivates faith believers

- Finding out about the British astronaut Tim
Peake and how Britain contributes to the International Space Station

Maths

Cross Curricular

We will be:

We will be:

PHSE

-Solving problems involving Number and
Place Value

-ordering the planets according to their distance from the Sun.

In PHSE we will be learning about:

-using multiplication skills to plan a survival trip to Mars.

-Solving problems involving Addition and Subtraction
-Investigating methods of multiplication and division

-developing fact finding skills through the non-fiction element of
‘George’s Secret Key to the Universe’

-Being me in my world and how we can care about other
people’s feelings

-distinguishing between regular and irregular poly-

-writing a biography about the life of Tim Peake.

British Values

-Celebrating differences between ourselves and others in
our community

